
AASA Board Meeting
Online
3/22/2020

Meeting Called to order at 6:36pm
Attendance: Shawn, Stephanie R., Tim, Heather, Emmy, Brandon, Amy, Jason, Steph

-Another U11 girls team was added due to number of girls registered. Were going to have 
tryouts for this team, but tryouts were cancelled due to COVID 19. This team still needs to be 
determined when and if we can resume.

Email questions: 
We have had two requests by families (4 players total) to cancel their summer registrations.
They requested cancellations due to circumstances stemming from the COVID 19 situation. 
Brandon made the motion to refund these families their registration fee and uniform fee if 
possible. Shawn 2nd this motion. All in favor. 

-Steph has sent the uniform order to Geison for review, she will check to see if those specific 
uniform orders can be cancelled, and let Heather know ASAP so she can let the families know. 

-Question was brought up about if we have any scholarship options for those who need. We do 
not at this time. Shawn will review some policies to see what to do about scholarship options. 

Referee Certification program-not sure what they are going to do about that yet. 
-All play and meetings suspended through April 16th. 
-We may not be able to hold this at AAHS due to social distancing etc. 
-Shawn will keep us up to date
-For now, have people still sign up if interested-Heather will make a note of uncertainty.

What do we do about dates going forward?
ideas:   -follow what MYSA does

 -if we are talking about May, do we just look at doing 1 tournament instead of 3? Have a 
shortened season? At least we would have some kind of season. 

-At this time we will wait and monitor start date for summer programming

Block 4 and Goal Keeper training: 
-talk to Nate Hitch about postponing GK training (have 13 signed up). Possibly look at doing it in 
the summer? 
Block 4: April 27th would be the last practice of block 4. 
Shawn made motion to cancel and issue refunds for Block 4. Heather 2nd the motion. All in 
Favor.
-Amy and others will work on refunds.

**Next Board Meeting- Sunday April 5th @ 6:30pm -Online video meeting.

Meeting adjourned at 7:30pm




